Securing a US-based
medical service
provider’s ecosystem
using the Manage
Engine PAM360
Case study

Client

Solution

The client is one of the fastest-growing medical service providers in the
US. Its existing infrastructure comprised many Windows and *NIX servers
across several locations in the country. Additionally, the client had
multiple network and security devices with databases that had
unmanaged credentials. The client focused on managing privileged
accounts with password rotation and session management.

We helped the client deploy the PAM360 solution and onboard all servers
and devices on Manage Engine PAM360.

Challenges
Lack of privilege account management
Privilege accounts were shared between users in teams,
hence there was no audit trail
Unavailability of remote procedure call services on Windows for
password change and account discovery
No monitoring of sessions for actions performed by
individuals on devices

First, we conducted a four-week assessment to understand the existing
infrastructure, network segments, and authentication process. Next, we
created a plan to facilitate implementation and deploy the solution.
We carried out the following activities over a 12-month implementation
and transformation phase:
Served as the intelligent PAM deployment advisor to
implement the solution in the client’s environment
Implemented an automatic password rotation mechanism
to provide holistic visibility and security for all devices
Enabled session management, recording of sessions,
and live session monitoring once the solution was deployed
Onboarded and managed different types of devices such as Windows,
*NIX, database servers, network and security devices,
and storage devices through PAM360
Achieved various integrations such as SMTP, LDAP, etc.
Onboarded endpoints to PAM360 to manage their
local admin credentials
Further steps were planned to optimize the security solution:
Continuous fine-tuning of alerts when any activity is performed
Continuous automation of workflows to reduce L1 efforts

Business impact
Account discovery of privilege accounts across servers
Password management and periodic password rotation
Reduced privilege account governance
Session recording capabilities for all servers and security devices
Password compliance and audit trails
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